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1 Introduction 
 
Starting point 
 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [1,2,3] and fuel cells [4,5,6] are considered as possible key 
materials and applications of the future. Recently discovered CNTs offer interesting 
properties for H2/O2 fuel cell electrodes such as high specific surface, high aspect 
ratio, high electronic conductivity and high chemical stability. Such properties make 
single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) networks an interesting alternative to regular 
electrode materials. Fuel cells with the direct conversion of chemical to electrical 
energy have significant efficiency advantages compared to combustion engines, 
especially in temperature ranges where the Carnot efficiency is rather low (T << 1000 
°C). 
 
In low temperature fuel cells (T < 100 °C), amorphous carbon (a-C) is commonly 
used as catalyst support (carbon black) and gas diffusion layer (carbon fibers). In 
heterogeneous catalysis a-C acts as easily processable, inexpensive and chemically 
stable support, in electrocatalysis additionally as electrode/ current collector. In H2-
based fuel cells the electrodes further have to allow fast diffusion of the gases 
hydrogen and oxygen (or air). The main properties of a-C gas diffusion electrodes 
(GDEs) like electrochemical stability, metallic conductivity, density, morphology 
(pore size and distribution) have been optimised for several decades. However, 
without major material changes of the starting material, i.e. a-C carbon is still used as 
basic material. 
 
Objectives 
 
For today's H2/O2 GDEs a-C is still the material of choice, using typically carbon 
black as catalyst support and carbon fibers as gas diffusion layer (GDL). Single-
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walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) combine properties like high specific surface area, 
high aspect ratio, high electrical conductivity and porosity. Further, they are 
chemically stable and mechanically flexible. This allows the entire replacement of 
regular a-C electrodes by SWNT networks. It will be shown, that these extremely thin 
and light SWNT GDEs can exhibit comparable performance levels with huge potential 
for further improvement. In contrast to previous work, the use of a sole carbon 
material is preferred to simplify the electrode’s architecture and preparation. 
 
Functionalization of SWNTs is a central topic of this work. It is a necessary step to 
transform the intrinsically inert sidewalls and endcaps of SWNTs. The formation of 
new bonds requires the change of the hybridization of the C-atom leading to local 
defects (sp3-defects) in the molecular structure of the SWNTs. The conductivity and 
spectroscopic studies (EDX, Raman) highlight the aspect of oxygen doping on a 
quantitative level. Atomic forces microscopy (AFM) is used for size and 
morphology/structural analysis of isolated SWNTs and SWNT networks after thermal 
and sonochemical oxidation varying temperature and duration. Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) is done to determine the thickness and porosity of the monolithic 
SWNT electrodes. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is used to determine the 
catalyst size and distribution. Like AFM, SEM and TEM studies are additionally 
useful for morphology studies. 
 
Outline 
 
The structure and properties of CNTs are outlined in chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the 
basic principles of H2/O2 fuel cells namely those of proton exchange fuel cells (PEFC) 
and phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFC). SWNT networks are characterized in chapter 4 
in their function as extreme thin and light gas diffusion electrodes for H2/O2 fuel cells. 
This includes a short analysis of isolated SWNTs followed by the preparation and 
characterization of SWNT electrodes including fuel cell testing. Additionally, a first 
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approach towards electrodes based on aligned multi-walled carbon nanotubes 
(MWNT) is shown in chapter 5 before switching to the conclusions in chapter 6. 
 
 
2 Carbon nanotubes 
 
2.1 Carbon allotropes 
 
Diamond and graphite [7] are the well-known allotropes of carbon. Fullerenes and 
CNTs were just recently discovered [8]. The difference in the structure of these 
allotropes is responsible for their varying physical properties. The carbon atoms in a 
diamond are tetrahedrally sp3 bonded, in graphite they are sp2 trigonal bonded in 
hexagonal planes (graphene layers). Figure 2.1 displays the structure of different 
carbon allotropes. 
Amorphous carbon (a-C) are graphite related materials with predominantly sp2 
bonding. Among those, carbon fibers and carbon blacks are relevant in today fuel cell 
technology. Carbon fibers exhibit typical diameters of ~10 µm [9] and aspect ratios up 
to ~104 [10]. They are used for gas diffusion layers and current collector in 
PEFC/PAFC electrodes. Carbon blacks are finely divided carbon particles which are 
widely used as catalyst support in PEFC/PAFC catalyst layers (e.g. Vulcan XC-72). 
The microcrystalline structure of these carbon blacks, with sizes from 10 to 100 nm 
[11], lead to aspect ratios close to unity and a specific surface area from ~250 m2g-1 
[12,13]. 
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Figure 2.1. (a) Structure of carbon allotropes; (b) Atomic structure of a bundle of  
single wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) (scale 4 nm) [14] and (c) multiwall carbon 
nanotube (MWNT) [15]. 
 
Nanosized fullerenes are spherical molecules with high symmetry containing only 
hexagonal and pentagonal faces. The most prominent fullerene is the C60 molecule 
[16,17]1. Cutting fullerenes into two halves connected by a tube leads us to CNTs. 
 
2.2 Structure and notation 
 
The structure of CNTs consists of enrolled graphene sheets (one atomic carbon layers) 
that can be single- or multiwalled. CNTs consist of two separate interregions with 
different physical and chemical properties: the sidewall and end caps. The end cap 
                                                 
1 From Euler’s theorem for polyhedra the smallest possible fullerene is C20, a regular 
dodecahedron with only 12 pentagonal faces. It is however, energetically unfavorable 
for two pentagons to be adjacent to each other (so called 'isolated pentagonal rule'). 
The smallest fullerene satisfying this rule is C60.The C-C bond length of pentagons is 
1.46 Å, of hexagons 1.40 Å. 
 
graphene 
C60 
graphite 
(c) 
(a) 
(b) 
SWNT
MWNT
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structure is derived from a smaller fullerene, such as C60. Their diameters range from 
0.7 nm (that of C60 [18]) to 2 nm for SWNTs and a few tens of nanometers for 
MWNTs. The length and diameter depend on synthesis conditions and can exceed 
several hundred µm [16]. The atomic structure of a bundle of aligned SWNTs with a 
circular section is shown in Figure 2.1b (top). MWNT with its various concentric 
layers and hallow core by high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) 
is shown also in the bottom of Figure 2.1b (bottom). 
 
Using the notation of helicity introduced by Iijima [19], CNTs are defined as armchair, 
zigzag and chiral, depending on how the graphene sheet is rolled up. Zigzag and 
armchair tubules exhibit a mirror symmetry plane normal to the tube axis. The 
classification can be explained in terms of the unit cell and the chiral vector hC
r
 
connecting two crystallographically equivalent sites O and A on a two-dimensional 
(2D) graphene sheet (Figure 2.2a). 
 
21h amanC
rrr +=   [2.1] 
 
CNTs are indexed by two integers (n, m) defining the circumferential length (πdt), and 
rolling angle θ of the vector connecting two periodic atom locations as a conceptual 
graphene sheet 'rolled' into a tube [16]. 
 
? metallic ? semiconducting 
 
Figure 2.2. (a), Rolling vector hC
r  ( AOv ); (b), SWNT and their symmetries. 
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CNT’s are semiconducting except n-m=3k (metallic) [20]. The 'armchair' (θ=30°) and 
'zigzag' (θ=0°) configurations of carbon atoms in planes normal to the tube axis are 
illustrated in Figure 2.2b. From the indices (n,m) and the nearest-neighbor C-C 
distance aCC, the nanotube diameter dt is given by: 
 
              ππ
h22CC
t
Cmnmna3d
v
=++⋅⋅=  [2.2] 
 
 
Figure 2.3. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) image of a SWNT [21]. 
 
Figure 2.3 presents a Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM) image of a SWNT to 
visualize the aspect of chirality. The tube axes are indicated with a solid, black arrow 
and the zigzag direction are highlighted by dashed lines. A portion of a two-
dimensional graphene layer is overlaid to highlight the atomic structure (the symbols 
have no relevance for this work). 
 
 
2.3 Synthesis and properties 
 
MWNTs were discovered by Iijima [19] in 1991 as a by-product in carbon arc-
discharge of fullerene synthesis, two years later Iijima [22] and Bethune [23] 
independently observed SWNTs. CNTs can be further prepared by laser ablation and 
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chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The tubes are either capped [24] or open [25] during 
the growth process, the parent vapor grown carbon tube is itself nucleated by a 
catalytic transition metal particle associated with the adsorption of C2 dimers [10]. 
 
CNTs possess many special properties such as high aspect ratio, electrical 
conductivity, chemical and mechanical stability and bending flexibility [21,26,27]. The 
bonding in CNTs is primarily sp2 with sp3 bonding in regions of high curvature 
[16,28].2 SWNTs are flexible while MWNTs tend to be stiff. SWNTs made by high 
pressure CO disproportionation (HiPco) with a distribution range from 8-20 Å [29] 
contain amorphous carbon and Fe particles coated by thin carbon layers. Material 
synthesized by the HiPco method comprises metallic and semiconducting nanotubes. 
However, metallic nanotubes do not appear to be particularly strong features in HiPco 
samples [30] suggesting that HiPco and other synthetic processes may favor the 
production of armchair and near-armchair nanotubes. 
 
SWNTs self-organize into bundles during growth by van der Waals interactions [31], 
partly tens of micrometers long. They are remarkably flexible and bend into curved 
arcs with radii as small as 20 nm [23], being good electrical conductors form long 
conductive pathways with particularly high aspect ratios leading to surface area of 
~1000 m2g-1 [32]. They are poorly soluble in most organic solvents and insoluble in 
water. 
 
The conductivity of SWNT networks can be varied by the thickness of the material. 
These changes are thought to be caused by the quantity and the quality of metallic 
SWNTs included in the mats [33]: non-metallic behaviour in thinner samples (150 nm) 
                                                 
2 The sp2 orbitals form strong σ bonds between carbon atoms in the graphite planes 
while the pz or π orbitals provide the weak Van de Waals bonds between the planes. 
The overlap of π orbitals provides the electron bond network responsible for the high 
electrical conductivity of graphite. In a nanotube each carbon atom is joined to three 
neighours, so the bonding is essentially sp2 and small amount of sp3 character due to 
curvature. sp3 results from the mixing of one 2s and three 2p orbitals. 
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and metallic in thicker samples (4 µm) according to a simple percolation model [34]. 
According to their thickness SWNT networks are suitable for thin film transistors [35], 
transparent electrodes [36] or fuel cell electrode arrays [32,37,38,39,40]. 
 
CVD produces MWNTs at moderate temperatures employing the catalytic 
disproportionation of a carbon containing gas (hydrocarbon molecules, CO) on small 
metal particles which are supported on inert substrates (e.g. SiO2). Among the 
transition metals, iron proved to be an efficient catalyst for CVD production of CNTs. 
MWNTs are produced e.g., on supported iron catalyst particles with acetylene as feed 
gas. Acetylene gas flowing over heated sample is decomposed by coated metal 
particles at temperatures from 700 to 800°C [10]. Plasma enhanced CVD is a means to 
lower the decomposition temperatures down to 550°C [41]. 
 
MWNTs consist of multiple concentric layers with diameters from 10 to 50 nm [42] 
with an interlayer distance of 3.4 Å [16] and microns of length. MWNTs have a 
specific surface of 250 to 1000 m2g-1 [43]. MWNTs were recently used as catalyst 
support [44] and electrodes [45]. The current in MWNTs is mainly confined to the 
outer layer [42], their large diameter favour low-ohmic contacts. Wang et al. [46] 
report reduced corrosion in MWNTs compared to Vulcan XC-72. 
 
 
2.4 Surface modification 
 
Surface modification is a necessary step to suspend CNTs, to attach catalyst 
nanoparticles and to enhance their electric conductivity. Functionalization refers to the 
attachment of chemical groups to alter specific chemical or physical properties. 
Surface modification of nanotubes using oxidation or reduction lead to functional 
groups from covalent bonding like CH or CO. Non-covalent bonding is based on Van 
der Waals or electrostatic forces [47]. 
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The formation of new covalent bonds requires the change in hybridization and leads to 
local sp3-defects in the crystal structure of the CNT. The first successful surface 
modification of SWNTs involved the treatment under oxidizing conditions, such as 
sonication in mixtures of sulfuric and nitric acid [48]. Functional groups exist 
primarily at the ends of nanotubes and defect sites along the sidewalls where increased 
curvature strain results in increased reactivity [49].3 SWNTs can be separated from 
each other by sonication in solvents like HNO3. The HNO3 treatment introduces large 
quantities of acidic groups that create a polar surface [50]. The oxidized tubes form 
small bundles or even remain as individual tubes, which facilitates the coordination of 
solvent molecules and thus increase solubility [51]. 
 
A direct relationship between diameter and reactivity is confirmed. Thereafter smaller 
tubes diameters are more susceptible to oxidation [52]. Thermal oxidation of SWNTs 
in air/oxygen occurs at 600 to 700°C [16], of MWNTs at 700 to 800°C [53]. 
 
Oxidation results in the formation of functional groups like CO, COOH or COH 
attached to defects sites and open ends of CNTs [54]. Oxygen-type defects can be 
introduced by heating in air or oxygen at temperatures above 350°C or treatment with 
strong acids like HNO3 or H2SO4 [51]. HNO3 treatment has been reported to increase 
the surface area for C-HNO3 [55]. Hiura et al. [56] have shown that the oxidation 
process covers the surface of nanotubes with carboxylic (-COOH), carbonyl (-CO) and 
hydroxylic (-COH) groups with a ratio of 4:2:1. Ebbesen et al. [9] have shown that the 
reactivity of nanotubes is enhanced by pre-oxidation. Mawhinney et al. [57] showed 
that defects of 5% can be tolerated without loss of the physical properties of SWNTs. 
Acid purification and cutting processes produce 6–7% oxidized groups [58]. The 
presence of these carboxylic acids can be further employed for the covalent attachment 
leading to highly soluble materials. The presence of carboxylate groups is also used to 
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covalently couple metal particles to defect sites of SWNTs. Direct side-wall 
functionalization can be achieved by hydrogenation [59]. C-H surface complexes are 
more stable than C-O surface complexes [60]. 
 
Non-covalent functionalization comprises ionic bonding or dipole interaction. In the 
search for non destructive, non covalent separation and purification methods, it was 
shown that CNTs can interact with certain molecules such as sodium dodecyl sulfate 
(SDS, C12H25SO4). [61]. Dissolution in SDS, most common 1% SDS solutions [62], 
does not require covalent functionalization [29]. The hydrophobic part of the SDS-
molecules adsorb on the CNT surface while the ionic, hydrophilic parts assure the 
solubility in water forming micelles in which the nanotubes are surrounded by 
hydrophobic moieties. 
 
The electronic properties (carrier density) of CNTs can be changed by intercalation or 
doping [63,64,65]. An order of magnitude increase in conductivity can be obtained for 
many intercalants with the largest increase for strong acid acceptor intercalants [66]. 
Intercalation compounds are formed by the insertion of atomic or molecular layers of 
chemical species between the layers of the host material [66]. Doping refers to the 
occupation of random locations with a guest species [7]. The intercalation of nitric 
acid into graphite is known to be accompanied by hole doping of the graphene sheet 
[67]. Intercalation can be achieved with solid, liquid or gaseous reactants, while the 
intercalation rate and resulting intercalate concentration strongly depends on the defect 
density of the host material [7]. For MWNTs, the guest species can be intercalated 
between the graphene shells in the same tubes [68,69], intercalants are believed to 
reside in the open channels between the individual SWNTs inside the bundles [70]. 
 
                                                                                                                                             
3 The pentagon rings are subjected to the largest strain and thus display higher 
chemical reactivity. In contrast to the open ends and defective sites, sidewalls of the 
SWNTs posses great chemical stability. 
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As in the case of graphite-HNO3 compounds [71] the intercalant is present in the form 
of neutral HNO3 molecules admixed with charged NO3¯ ions. Intercalated (NO3¯)(H+) 
is partially converted to covalently bound –NO2 moieties upon heating [72]. 
 
3 The H2/O2 fuel cell 
 
3.1 Principle 
 
Fuel cells convert the chemical energy of a fuel directly to electrical energy and heat 
with the aid of an oxidant. Unlike batteries, they use a continuous supply of fuel from 
an external storage. The basic components of a H2/O2 fuel cell seen in Figure 3.1 are a 
H2 and O2 gas supplying system (1), a positively charged anode (2), a proton 
conducting electrolyte (3) and a negatively4 charged cathode (4). 2-3 form together the 
membrane electrode assembly (MEA). 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram of H2/O2 fuel cell. 
 
                                                 
4 Note that the signs of both electrodes are contrary to those in electrolysis because 
Gibbs free energy in fuel cells is negative (∆G <0), see chapter X. 
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Gas diffusion 5 is the mode of gas transport in both electrodes. Hydrogen enters the gas 
channel on the anode side, diffuses through the gas diffusion layer (2a) to the catalyst 
layer (2b). There, the electrochemical reactions take place, hydrogen is catalytically 
dissociated and oxidized to protons (H+-ions) and electrons. 
 
H2 → 2H+ + 2e-  ϕrev H2 = 0V (per definition) [3.1] 
 
The electron transfer is realized by an external current (5), protons generated from the 
dissociated hydrogen migrate through the electrolyte to the cathode. Oxygen enters the 
gas channel on the cathodic side, diffuses through the gas diffusion layer (4a) to the 
catalyst layer (4b). There, oxygen is dissociated and reduced to O2- ions [73,74]. 
 
½O2 + 2H+ + 2e- + → H2O ϕrev O2 = 1.23V [3.2] 
 
The latter recombine with protons to water. Thus the principle of the H2/O2 fuel cell is 
the reverse of water electrolysis: water is formed catalytically releasing energy in form 
of electricity and heat. 
 
H2+ ½O2 + 2e- → H2O +energy ϕrev H2O = 1.23V [3.3] 
 
 
3.2 Fuel cell types 
 
Fuel cells exist as low-, mid- (Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells, MCFC) and high 
temperature fuel cells (Solid Oxide Fuel Cells, SOFC). Alkaline (AFC), Phosphoric 
Acid -(PAFC) and Polymer Electrolyte (PEFC) operate in the low temperature range. 
                                                 
5According to Justi/Winsel /11/ diffusion can be referred to 'real' volume diffusion or 
diffusion in gas diffusion electrodes through a pore system. 
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         Table 3.1. H2/O2 fuel cell characteristics [6,75,76]. 
 
 AFC PEFC6 PAFC 
Temperature <90°C <100°C <220°C 
Electrolyte 30 wt% KOH ionomer >95% H3PO4 
Fuel H2 H2 H2, CH4 
Charge carrier OH- H+ H+ 
Anode catalyst Ni, Pt Pt Pt 
Cathode catalyst Au Pt Pt 
Efficiency (cell) 60-70% 50-68% 55% 
Application space, submarine mobile, portable, 
stationary 
mobile, 
stationary 
 
 
The electrolyte of a PEFC is a solid proton conducting polymer typically with 
sulfonated side chains. PEFC membranes like Nafion® from DuPontTM are typically 
50-175 µm thick [77]. PAFCs use highly concentrated ortho-phosphoric acid (H3PO4) 
fixed in a porous matrix as electrolyte. The cell typically operates at 150 to 220 °C, at 
lower temperatures phosphoric acid is a poor ionic conductor and CO poisoning of the 
anodic Pt electrocatalyst is critical (at temperatures higher than 150 °C CO is oxidized 
to CO2). The stability of concentrated phosphoric acid is high compared to other 
common acids with low vapor pressure. A PAFC is CO2-rejecting, tolerating 1-2% CO 
at operating temperatures of 150 to 220 °C [6,78]. The protonic chain conduction 
mechanism utilizes the movement of H4PO4+ or H2PO4- ions through a highly 
hydrogen-bonded structure [79,80]. The electrolyte of the PAFC is composed of 
silicon carbide (SiC) powder and PTFE binder with thicknesses ranging between 300 
µm to 1000 µm [78,81]. Shortcomings are the corrosive electrolyte, H3PO4 loss, a stiff 
                                                 
6Direct methanol fuel cells (DMFC) use methanol as the fuel which is catalytically 
transformed to hydrogen, electrode (Pt/Ru catalyst on anode side) and membrane 
materials are comparable to those of PEFCs. 
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electrolyte matrix, however without the need of humidification and increased CO 
tolerance 
 
Commercial gas diffusion layers are ~200 to 400 µm thick [81] whereas conventional 
catalyst layers CL are ~100 µm thick [6]. The latter are made by pressing, rolling or 
printing mixtures or suspensions of carbon black (Vulcan XC-72) and Pt particles 
[43]. Vulcan XC-72 acts as the catalyst support with a surface area of ~250 m2g-1 
[82,83] and an average particle size of 40 nm [11]. The standard catalyst loading is 
0.5mg cm-2 (20-30% Pt on Vulcan XC-72) [5,46] with Pt particles of 2 to 5 nm 
diameter [84,85]. Together with polymeric binders the platinized carbon black particles 
are supported on carbon fiber based gas diffusion layer. Platinized carbon powders 
need to be impregnated by a proton exchange polymer electrolyte (typically Nafion 
solution) before use as PEFC electrodes [86]. However, impregnated Nafion only 
penetrates about 10 µm into PEFC electrodes [87]]. At temperatures < 80 °C [88,89] 
CO can easily adsorb on the Pt surface of the fuel cell anode blocking active catalyst 
sites. 
 
3.3 Fuel cell characteristics 
 
3.3.1 Thermodynamics 
 
According to the 2nd law of thermodynamics any reversible process follows 
 
∆G0 = ∆H0 - T∆S0  [3.4] 
 
with ∆G0 Gibbs free energy, ∆H0 the reaction enthalpy and ∆S the entropy. The 
chemical energy cannot be transformed totally in electrical energy, the amount of T∆S 
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(heat exchanged with the surroundings) has to be subtracted. ∆G is directly correlated 
with the standard electromotrice force (EMF, E0) of the reaction:7 
 
∆G0=-nFE0  [3.5] 
 
with n the amount of electrons, F the Faraday constant (96,484 C.mol-1). Based on the 
thermodynamic values in Table 3.2 a maximum reversible potential (E0) of 1.23 V per 
unit cell is possible: 
 
V23.1
Cmol 648592
 kJmol 237-
nF
∆GE 1-
-10
0 =⋅−=−=  [3.6] 
 
 
3.3.2 Efficiency 
 
Heat is transformed due to the 2nd law of thermodynamics to mechanical work to a 
percentage called 'Carnot factor'. The Carnot efficiency (ηc) of reversible heat engines 
is given by the relation (T1 high- and T2 low-temperature zone of a combustion 
engine): 
 
1
21
c T
TT −=η   [3.7] 
 
Fuel cells are not subjected to the Carnot limitation of thermal machines making them 
efficient energy converters. Based on eq. [3.4] the ideal efficiency of the fuel cell, the 
thermodynamic efficiency (ηth) is defined as: 
 
0
0
0
0
0
0
th ∆H
nFE
∆H
 ST∆1
∆H
∆Gη =−==  [3.8] 
                                                 
7 Standard conditions (T=298.15°K/25°C, PH2=PO2=1 atm, H2O in the liquid state) 
marked by index 0. 
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If the entropy change of the reaction is negative ηth decreases with increasing 
temperature, ηc increases with increasing temperature. 
 
Table 3.2.  Thermodynamic data for the H2/O2 fuel cell reaction [6,74]. 
 
Reaction ∆G0 
(kJmol-1) 
∆H0  
(kJmol-1) 
∆S0  
(kJK-1mol-1) 
n E0 
(V) 
ηth 
H2+ ½ O2->H2O (l) -237 -285 -162 2 1.23 0.83 
H2+ ½ O2->H2O (g) -229 -242 -44 2 1.18 0.95 
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Figure 3.2. Thermodynamic vs Carnot efficiency. 
 
 
3.3.3 I/U curves 
 
I/U curves are the main characterization method to describe the performance of a fuel 
cell [78]. The typical form of a I/U curve in a fuel cell is shown in Figure 4.3. Losses  
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Figure 3.4. I/U characteristic curve of a H2/O2 fuel cell. 
 
within the cell are related to activation polarization (ηact), ohmic polarization (ηΩ) and 
concentration polarization (ηconc) [88], they have an immediate influence on 
efficiency (Figure 3.2). 
 
The activation loss ∆ηact is related to electron transfer at the catalyst/electrolyte 
interface [5].The kind of catalyst, electrode area and operating temperature have a 
direct influence on activation polarization given by (a,b as integers, i current density8): 
 
ηact = a + b ln i        [3.9] 
 
Ohmic polarizationηΩ   is caused by resistance (R) in the cell and can be reduced by 
using components with high ionic conductivity and by reducing the membrane 
thickness. 
 
                                                 
8The term b is called the Tafel slope, and is obtained from the slope of a plot of ηact as 
a function of log i. 
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Concentration polarizationηconc results from energy losses associated with mass 
transport, including transporting process gases, removing product water and impurities 
from the reaction sites: 
 
)
i
iln(1
nF
RTη
L
conc −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=       [3.10] 
 
The limiting current (iL) Fick's first law of diffusion [14] can be derived from 
δ
 c ADnF
i  gL
⋅=  [3.11] 
 
with D the diffusion coefficient, A the specific surface area, cg the concentration of the 
dissolved gas and δ the thickness of the diffusion layer. 
 
3.4 Three-phase zone 
 
Electrochemical reactions in a fuel cell take place at the Three-phase zone (TPZ), the 
conjunction of electrode catalyst, reactant gas and electrolyte. A major part of the TPZ 
belongs to the catalyst. To date, platinum has proven to be the best catalyst for 
hydrogen oxidation and oxygen reduction [90]. Activated carbon (typically Vulcan 
XC-72) is the most common support material for electrocatalysis. Peuckert et al. [91] 
showed that the best activity of the oxygen reduction reaction, the limiting reaction of 
the fuel cell, occurs for particles of diameters from 3 to 4 nm. Below 3 nm diameter 
the activity of platinum is reduced, attributed to a decrease in the number of catalyst 
sites with adequate coordination number [92]. With 5 nm Pt particles the activity drops 
to 85%, for 1.4 nm sized particles to 33% [93]. For the oxygen reduction, a loss of 
catalytic activity with decreased Pt particle size is confirmed experimentally [94], 
correlated to a stronger adsorption of oxygenated species during the oxygen reduction. 
Thin electrocatalyst layers are favourable to minimize mass transport and ohmic 
limitations that predominate at high current densities [87]. At the same time the 
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catalyst utilization in commercial fuel cells is low with 20-30% [95], mainly due to 
inaccessibility to the reactant sites and large Pt particles [96]. 
 
For low overpotentials and high current densities a maximum of the catalyst clusters 
need to be integrated into the electrolyte network [97]. Localization of Pt in vicinity of 
the electrolyte has been known to exhibit higher fuel cell performance [98]. Sputtered 
platinum directly on Nafion membranes shows comparable performance to standard 
electrodes [99,100]. Heterogeneous Pt/C catalysts can be prepared by the chemical or 
electrochemical reduction of Pt salts (e.g. H2PtCl6, K2PtCl6). Standard electrodes are 
made from platinum black [101] deposited on carbon black. Alternatively, Pt salt 
solutions can be brushed or printed onto the electrodes and then reduced to active 
catalysts [102]. 
 
The electrolyte has to separate the feed gases (H2/O2) and to ensure the proton 
transport between the two electrodes. Hydrogen bonding is considered a prerequisite 
for proton conduction [103]. Two mechanisms of proton transfer are mainly in 
discussion: the 'vehicle mechanism' where the proton is supported by a solvated, 
bigger species (e.g. H3O+) and the Grotthus mechanism which involves a correlated 
proton jump between host molecule and correlated reorientation of the latter. Most 
proton conductors rely on water to maintain their conductivity [104], only a few 
materials offer high proton conductivity and sufficient chemical stability between 100-
200°C, e.g. phosphoric acid. 
 
The electrolyte has to be impermeable for gases and highly conductive for protons. 
Phosporic acid was introduced into fuel cell technology because it is stable at high 
temperatures allowing good performance at temperature above 190 °C at P = 1 atm 
[73]. For use in fuel cells the electrical conductivity of the anode (cathode) has to be of 
the order of 102-103 S/cm to keep the ohmic loss much lower than the ohmic loss of 
H+-conducting membrane (H3PO4, Nafion® 117: σ ~10-1 S/cm at T = 80 °C [73]). The 
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influence of temperature on the solubility (cO2) and diffusivity (DO2) of oxygen in 
highly concentrated H3PO4 are in Table 3.3. 
  
      Table 3.3. Solubility and diffusivity of oxygen in  
       98% H3PO4 [73]. 
 
T (°C) 106 (cO2) 
mol/cm3 
106 (DO2) 
cm/s 
25 0.0494 1.18 
75 0.0918 6.28 
150 0.107 29.9 
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4 The SWNT electrode 
 
4.1 Sample preparation 
 
The as-received purified SWNT raw material from CNI® [105] was mixed with 65% 
HNO3 and treated with a tip sonicator. The power was set to 100W, applied with one-
second pulses. The duration of the ultrasound treatment varied from 1 to 60 minutes 
producing SWNTs of different oxidation levels and with different amount of 
functional groups. Half of the sonicated SWNT solution was mixed with 60 wt% 
PTFE dispersion in water (Sigma-Aldrich®  [106]) to a ratio of 4:6. Afterwards, the 
solution was filtered (Figure 4.1a) through a 0.1 µm pore sized filter membrane from 
Osmonics® [107] using a simple filter flask at moderate vacuum (p = 10-1 atm). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1. (a), Preparation steps of SWNT electrode with varying wettability; (b), 
GDL; and (c), CL. 
 
(b) (a) 
(c) 
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SWNTs and PTFE particles remained on the filter forming an entangled hydrophobic 
network serving as the hydrophobic part of the SWNT electrode (Figure 4.1.a1). The 
rest of the SWNT solution was cast on top of the PTFE functionalized SWNT network 
leading to a hydrophilic top layer (Figure. 4.1.a2). The filter cake (bucky paper) was 
purified thoroughly with conc. hydrochloric acid (HCl) and distilled water. Afterwards 
a solution of hexachloroplatinate (IV) /isopropanol (0.1 M H2PtCl6) was cast on top of 
the hydrophilic side. After evaporation of isopropanol at RT for 1/2 h the dry SWNT 
network was annealed at 100 ° C under H2 flow for 1 h to reduce the precursor salt to 
metallic Pt catalyst particles  As a last step the double layered SWNT network was 
removed from the filter membrane (Figure 4.1.a3) providing a freestanding electrode. 
For fuel cell testing anode and cathode were prepared in the same way. 
 
Surface modification by ultrasound treatment of the SWNTs in nitric acid improved 
the wetting characteristics prior to metal nanoparticle deposition. The higher 
wettability of the CL (Figure 4.1.c) with θc << 90°compared to the GDL (Figure 4.1.b) 
is obvious. The almost complete wetting can be explained with the polar SWNT 
network without any PTFE admixture. 
 
Using PTFE the wetting behaviour can be tuned hydrophobic as demonstrated in 
Figure 4.1.b by the water droplet test. It is obvious from the contact angle that the 
SWNT network exhibits hydrophobic behaviour. The contact angle of the water 
droplet in Figure 4.1.b is in good agreement with that given in [108]. The non-polar, 
chemically inert and hydrophobic nature of the CNT/PTFE surface provides an ideal 
adjustment to prevent fuel cell flooding. The degree of hydrophobicity was tuned by 
the amount of PTFE and the annealing temperature (up to 300°C), while the PTFE 
penetration distance into porous materials is thought to increase linearly with the 
square root of the annealing time [109]. 
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4.2 Atomic forces microscopy 
 
Atomic forces microscopy (AFM) [110] allows a quick insight into the surface 
morphology. 
Prof. Dr. Enrique Fatás Lahoz Prof. Dr. Enrique Fatás Lahoz 
4.2.1 Isolated SWNT 
 
The smallest entity of SWNT electrodes refers to isolated SWNTs. The AFM image in 
Figure 4.2.a gives an impression of the size dimension of such a SWNT, with several 
microns in length. The section analysis in Figure 4.2.b reveals a tube diameter of 1.43 
nm which is in good agreement with [111] showing the beneficial effect of high aspect 
ratios and high specific surface area of SWNTs. 
 
 
  
 
Figure 4.2. (a), AFM image of an isolated SWNT. The white square was taken for 
analysis. (b), section analysis. 
 
 
Since electrodes in H2/O2 fuel cells are exposed to elevated temperatures their thermal 
resistance is crucial. In the following SWNTs of different growth catalysts are 
compared with respect to their thermal resistance. SWNTs were heated in air either 
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gradually (in 20 to 50 °C steps, typically for 20 min) or exposed to a certain set 
temperature. SWNTs made from arc discharge (NiY catalyst) were heated gradually to 
450 °C (Figure 4.3). The tube shown in Figure 4.3a at 425 °C (arrows for guideline) 
disappears afterwards at 450 °C (Figure 4.3b). 
 
  
Figure 4.3. SWNT (NiY catalyst) at: (a), 425 °C; and (b), 450 °C (gradual heating). 
 
 
  
 
Figure 4.3. SWNTs (NiY catalyst) at: (a), 380 °C; and (b), heated twice at 380 °C. 
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Heating of a comparable SWNT damages the tube already at 380 °C (Figure 4.3a). 
When heating the sample twice (at 380 °C) the tubes disappear completely (Figure 
4.3b). 
 
By using SWNTs made by CVD (with iron as catalyst) the tube withstands higher 
temperatures when gradually heated (Figure 4.4). A comparison between room 
temperature (Figure 4.4a) and 470 °C (Figure 4.4b) shows no visible changes of the 
tube. 
 
  
Figure 4.4. SWNT (Fe catalyst) at: (a), room temperature; and (b), 470 °C (gradual 
heating). 
 
The following SWNTs made with non-magnetic catalyst (Pt/Rh/S) [112] are shown in 
Figure 4.5. Opening of the tube ends is reported at 400 °C [111]. The SWNT attached 
to the silane marker (inverse triangle in Figure 4.5a) are burned completely at 550 °C 
(Figure 4.5b). 
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Figure 4.5. SWNT (Pt/Rh/S catalyst) at: (a), room temperature; and (b), 550 °C. 
 
The highest temperatures were achieved by gradual heating (Figure 4.6a) of the tubes 
made with non-magnetic catalyst (Pt/Rh/S). The SWNT is clearly visible in spite of 
the advanced surface erosion (Figure 4.6b). 
 
  
 
Figure 4.6. SWNT (Pt/Rh/S catalyst) at: (a), 650 °C; and (b), 700 °C (gradual heating). 
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Table 4.1 summarizes the temperature behaviour of the SWNTs relative to the growth 
catalyst. Tubes grown by precious catalysts (Pt/Rh/S) withstand the highest 
temperatures. Gradual heating is a means to expose SWNTs to higher temperatures. 
Hence, SWNTs can withstand the temperatures common in H2/O2 fuel cells (<220 °C). 
 
Table 4.1. Thermal resistance of isolated SWNTs. 
 T (°C) T (°C) gradual heating 
Arc discharge (NiY) 380 (burned) 425 
CVD (Fe) _ 470 
Arc discharge (Pt/Rh/S) 550 (burned) 700 
 
 
4.2.2 SWNT networks 
 
The electronic properties of SWNT networks vary with their morphology and 
thickness. Very thin SWNT networks (<< 1µm) exhibit semiconducting properties 
which makes them a promising material for thin film transistors [113,114,115]. Non-
transparent, dense SWNT networks (> 1µm) have the potential to replace a-C as 
electrode material in electrochemical devices such as double-layer capacitors [116,117] 
and batteries [118,119]. Such dense SWNT networks ('buckypapers' or 'mats') are 
shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. In those networks the SWNTs are normally 
bundled. Compared to a-C, SWNT networks offer higher surface area and porosity. 
Thus they fulfil the requirements to act at the same time as catalyst support and GDL. 
This way, the a-C electrode can be entirely replaced by a SWNT network. As a major 
advantage this simplifies the architecture allowing the manufacturing of extremely thin 
and light gas diffusion electrodes with a minimum of material. 
 
The SWNTs were functionalized by sonochemistry, i.e. time-controlled oxidation 
(ultrasonication in HNO3, US/HNO3) was used to introduce different amounts of 
functional groups. The AFM images of SWNT networks were recorded after 3 and 5 
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minutes (Figure 4.7.a and Figure 4.7.b, respectively) as well as 30 and 60 minutes 
(Figures 4.8.a and Figure 4.8.a, respectively) of US/HNO3 treatment. 
 
  
 
Figure 4.7. AFM images of SWNT networks after sonication in concentrated HNO3 
for: (a), 3 min; and (b), 5 min. 
 
 
The AFM images demonstrate a debundling within the first minutes (compare figures 
for 3 min and 5 min, respectively). The effect of partial exfoliation of SWNT bundles 
is known to occur during purification procedures with HNO3 [70,120]. The debundling 
might contribute to the increased conductivity as well (see next chapter), due to an 
increased number of conducting paths [121]. The tube length decreased starting with 2-
10 µm for short sonication (3-5 min) to less than 1 µm (60 min). Both the break down 
of the SWNT structure and the decreasing SWNT length [122] lower the conductivity 
of the SWNT network significantly. 
 
For longer US/HNO3 treatments, however, the continuous oxidation leads to a 
disordered structure and to an increasing formation and accumulation of amorphous 
carbon. The initial structure starts to disappear after 30 min (Figure 5.8.a) and is 
almost completely erased after 60 min (Figure 5.8.b). 
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Figure 4.8. AFM images of SWNT networks after sonication in concentrated HNO3 
for: (a), 30 min; and (b), 60 min. 
 
 
4.3 Conductivity  
 
Four-point electric resistance measurements are usually applied to determine the 
conductivity of CNT networks [20,123] and fuel cell electrodes [66]. The conductivity 
(κ) of a sample is given by: 
 
κ =  
A R
l   [4.1] 
 
with l the length of the sample, R the resistance and A the cross sectional area. Four-
probe resistance measurements were recorded at room temperature. The influence of 
electrode thickness and mode of preparation on conductivity can be seen in Figure 4.9. 
SWNTs sonicated in HNO3 offered a magnitude higher conductivity. A maximum 
conductivity is reached after 3 minutes of sonication. For longer treatment, the 
conductivity decreases again and falls below the initial value. The observed behaviour 
can be understood as a trade-off between increasing doping of SWNTs and increasing 
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scattering when functional groups are introduced by sonication. This way, one can 
divide the entire process into two parts: doping within the first few minutes (here 3 
minutes) and a breakdown of the structure. 
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Figure 4.9. Influence of: (a), sonication time; and (b), electrode thickness on 
conductivity. 
 
The advantages of using SWNT networks for fuel cell electrodes become obvious 
when its basic properties such as conductivity σ, thickness d and weight m are directly 
compared to a commercially available a-C electrode (Table 4.2). The conductivity is 
improved by more than two orders of magnitude whereas thickness and mass are 
decreased by more than one order of magnitude. Therefore, extremely thin and light 
gas diffusion electrodes can be realized when using SWNT networks. The best 
performance with 2,425 S/cm was achieved with an electrode thickness of 16 µm and 
a weighted sample of 1.5 mg/cm2 (1g/cm3).  
 
For comparison, SWNT suspensions using 1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as 
surfactant (with a constant ratio of 1 mg SWNT to 1 ml solvent) were also prepared 
using the same tip sonicator and filtration. The SDS treated samples did not exceed 
159 S/cm. Comparable values are given in [29] with 155 S/cm indicating possibly the 
isolating effect of the surfactant SDS. The dependence of sonication time on 
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conductivity is shown in Figure 4.10. A maximum of 1,925 S/cm is reached after 3 
min, holding the load throughout at 0.5 mg SWNT/cm2. 
 
Table 4.2. Physical properties of various GDEs. 
 
 σ 
(S/cm) 
thickness 
(µm) 
carbon load 
(mg/cm²) 
density 
(mg/cm3) 
E-TEK [84] 0,8 ±10% 410 ±60 23 ±0.5 561 
2425 16 1.5 938 
2049 14 1.0 714 
 
SWNT/Pt (HNO3) 
1368 9 0.5 556 
158 36 1.5 417 
159 18 1.0 556 
 
SWNT/Pt (SDS) 
110 10 0.5 500 
 
 
Compared to commercial E-TEK electrodes which have conductivities of ~1 S/cm and 
thicknesses of ~400 µm [84] the SWNT electrodes are superior. In terms of weight the 
SWNT electrodes have a carbon load of ~1 mg/cm2 in contrast to ~23 mg/cm2 of E-
TEK electrodes [84]. The electrodes were neither pressed nor sintered at about 300°C 
as proposed e.g. by Kordesch [102]. Moderate pressing is known to increase the 
conductivity by improving the rope-rope contacts [20,124]. 
 
4.4 Spectroscopy 
 
4.4.1 EDX 
 
Samples were investigated by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) to estimate 
the quantity of functional groups. It is assumed that the concentration of physisorbed 
oxygen on the CNT surface is independent of the number of functional groups [125]. 
The introduction of covalently bonded oxygen defects leads to a change of the ratio of 
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carbon and oxygen atoms (rO/C). Using EDX, the expected change of rO/C as function 
of sonication time can be analyzed and is presented in Figure 4.11. 
 
The elemental analysis of SWNTs as indicated in Table 4.3 shows a significant 
enhancement in oxygen and platinum content relative to ultrasound exposure in HNO3. 
While the metal content is reduced as would be expected for acid treated material, the 
elemental analysis also indicates a significant increase in oxygen with increasing 
sonication. This is due both to the incorporation of oxygen atoms into the nanotubes 
(e.g. in the form of COOH groups) as well as to the presence of additional surfactant 
[72]. 
 
Table 4.3. EDX composition of SWNT/Pt electrodes. 
 
Sonication time 
(min) 
Content of elements 
(wt%) 
Pt load 
(µg/cm2) 
 
C 
 
O 
 
Cl 
 
Fe 
 
Pt 
  
3 64.6 4.0 3.1 7.8 20.5 317.3 
10 63.7 4.2 2.1 3.5 26.6 417.6 
30 54.1 7.7 1.7 1.3 35.2 650.6 
 
SWNTs still contain appreciable amounts of contaminants like iron and chloride. They 
may form oxygenated species that contribute to CO oxidation by lowering the 
potentials for the onset of CO oxidation [72]. US/HNO3 is a means to decrease the 
amount of iron (growth catalyst) and chlorine (catalyst solution), a purification effect 
e.g. applied in [126]. 
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Figure 4.11. (a), Change of the atom ratio between oxygen and carbon (rO/C) upon 
US/HNO3-treatment; and (b), dependence of the Raman shift on the oxidation  
oxidation level for the D* modes. 
 
 
The linear dependence is in agreement with the results of Xing et al. [125] for 
MWNTs. In their work, an expected saturation of the oxygen content (~5 atom%) has 
not been observed before 2 h of sonication. Considering that the maximum 
conductivity has been reached after 3 min (Figure 4.11), one may define rO/C 2% as 
sufficiently high to determine the properties of SWNT networks. 
 
4.4.2 Raman 
 
Since the discovery of CNTs, Raman spectroscopy (RS) has been used to characterize 
the physical properties of CNTs like nanotube structure and electronic properties [2]. 
RS also provides information about the concentration of defects and functionalization 
(doping). The main features in the Raman spectra of SWNTs are the diameter-
dependent radial breathing mode (RBM, ωr) at 100 to 500 cm-1 [127], the disorder (D) 
mode at 1350 cm-1 with the corresponding second order peak around 2700 cm-1 (D*), 
the tangential graphite mode (G-mode, TM, ωt) at 1582 cm-1 and its second order peak 
around at 3160 cm-1 (G*): 
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Figure 4.12. Characteristic Raman bands of a HiPco- SWNT sample. 
 
The RBM and the G band are due to a first-order resonance Raman process. In the 
RBM the C atoms are vibrating in the radial direction with the same phase, in the G 
mode tangentially against each other [66]. The RBM is directly related to the diameter 
of the tubes by the relationship [2]: 
 
2
t
1
r Cd
C +=ω  [4.2] 
 
with ωr the breathing mode in wavenumbers, dt the diameter of a given tube in 
nanometers, C1 = 223.5 cm−1 and C2 = 12.5 cm−1 (experimentally determined 
parameters for HiPco samples [128]). The G band accounts for 3 to 6 Raman allowed 
modes appearing in the frequency region 1500–1600 cm−1. 
 
The D band9 is the most studied disorder-induced feature in SWNTs and other carbon-
based materials. The D mode is diagnostic of disruptions in the hexagonal CNT 
                                                 
9 The double-resonance Raman scattering process involves light absorption, scattering 
by a phonon, scattering by another phonon (combination mode) or by a defect as in 
the case of the D band and light emission. 
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framework like sidewall defects and open tube ends as well as of impurities like 
amorphous carbon introduced during growth [129]. The degree of graphitization can 
be characterized by the ratio ID/IG. Purer samples correspond to lower ID/IG ratios and 
sharper first and second order D and G peaks [130]. The spectra of amorphous carbon 
(a-C), graphite powder, single-crystal graphite and carbon fibres are included due to 
their presence in commercial electrodes (Figure 4.13). The single sharp lines at 1332 
cm-1 of diamond and of the C60-fullerene are also illustrated: 
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Figure 4.13. Raman spectra of different carbon allotropes [131]. 
 
Most of the characteristic differences that distinguish the Raman spectra in carbon 
nanotubes from those of graphite do not exist for MWNTs because of the larger 
diameter of the outer tubes. This makes it difficult to distinguish the Raman signal of 
MWNTs from that of thin graphite fibers. 
 
Raman experiments indicate that acceptor dopants like HNO3 cause the in-plane 
graphite layers to contract as electrons are removed [66]. The related frequency upshift 
in the Raman peak position in oxidized SWNT films is due to the positive charge on 
the nanotubes produced by the charge transfer reaction with the residual nitric acid. 
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Upon heat treatment at 350 °C, the initial tangential stretching mode frequency of the 
film can be recovered [132]. Ionic-acceptor doping of SWNT networks causes an 
increase of electrical conductivity that correlates with an increase in the frequency of 
Raman spectral lines [133]. 
 
Figure 4.14 illustrates the Raman spectra of SWNT samples after ultrasound/HNO3 
(US/HNO3). All Raman spectra were recorded at room temperature with a He-Ne laser 
and an excitation wavelength of λ = 633 nm (1.96 eV). It is obvious that the intensity 
of the D-Mode increases with increasing US/HNO3 treatment. In the following, RBM, 
D and G-mode are examined in detail. 
Figue 4.14.As measured Raman spectra of SWNTs after US/HNO3 treatment. 
 
All RBM modes lost intensity through the sonication in concentrated HNO3, see also 
[134]: 
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Figure 4.15. (a), RBM spectra of a sonicated SWNTs in 69% HNO3; (b), Raman 
intensities and shift of RBM3. 
 
  
The four RBM modes in Figure 4.15.a exhibit an upshift of the Raman f with 
increased oxidation while the RBM intensity decreased with sonication time. This 
trend is illustrated for RBM3 (Figure 4.15.b). The correlation between Raman shift 
and electrical conductivity observed by [133] is consistent with the measured data. 
The RBM frequencies range from 196 to 287 cm-1 which corresponds to a diameter 
distribution from 0.9 to 1.3 nm, comparable to the value reported in [129]. 
 
Table 4.4. RBM shifts dependent on sonication time in  
concentrated HNO3. 
 
 
 
 
Sonication time  
(min) 
RBM1 
(cm-1) 
RBM2 RBM3 RBM4 
3 196.4 221.1 258.4 284.4 
5 197.5 222.2 258.4 284.6 
10 198.6 222.4 258.5 285.5 
15 200.7 222.3 259.5 287.2 
30 201.9 223.7 260.6 - 
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The strongest upshift is that of the first mode (RBM1) which arises from the SWNTs 
with the largest tube diameter. The upshift of RBM1 and RBM4 are stronger than 
those of RBM2 and RBM3. After 30 min the RBM4 diminished in intensity 
completely. 
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Figure 4.16. Raman shift of the RBM modes (∆ referenced to 3 min, see Table 4.4). 
 
The strong increase of the RBM1 mode with oxidation may be explained with a 
stronger functionalization of the tube surface. Additionally, a larger intertube channel 
space might allow an increased penetration of the oxidant. For the smallest tubes, the 
curvature dependent higher reactivity may explain the stronger shift of RBM4. 
 
On heat treatment using the laser excitation wavelength of 633 nm, the dopant effect is 
minimized or eliminated, resulting in stronger Raman scattering intensity [132]. Laser 
annealing of SWNT films is roughly equivalent to thermal annealing to a temperature 
of about 590 °C (with a 514 nm laser) [72]. After 10 min local heating under ambient 
conditions the RBM peak increased strongly (Figure 4.17.a). With further heating (20 
min local heating), the RBM signal decreased but was still higher than that of the non-
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heated sample. It is assumed that some of the SWNTs undergo healing during the 
annealing process [129]. 
 
The SDS treated sample (Figure 4.17.b) shows almost identical RBM spectral lines 
after first and second heating, the intensities are clearly higher than those treated with 
HNO3. 
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Figure 4.17. Heating effects on RBM Raman spectrum of SWNTs treated with: (a), 
HNO3; and (b), SDS. 
 
The Raman spectra of Figure 4.18 show increase in the relative intensity of the 
disorder mode upon oxidation, characteristic of the introduction of defects [48], the 
frequency uphift is strong, the D peak broadens. Similar results could be observed for 
the G-mode in Figure 4.19 a decrease in Raman intensity and frequency upshift. 
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Figure 4.18. (a), D-mode Raman spectrum of SWNTs treated with HNO3; (b), Raman 
intensity and shift. 
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Figure 4.19. (a), As measured G mode of SWNTs treated with HNO3; and (b), Raman 
intensity and shift of G mode. 
 
 
After 10 min laser heating, the G peak increased strongly, with a downshift and 
narrowed D peak. Further heating diminishes the D and G peak. The SDS sample 
behaves differently, D and G mode increase after heating, probably because of the 
smaller magnitude of pertubation. 
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Figure 4.20. D and TM mode of SWNTs sonicated in: (a), HNO3; and (b), SDS 
 
 
The shoulder peaks (G-) of the G mode (G+) are more distinctive (especially that of the 
pristine sample), the D peak less intensive. The intensity of the SDS treated samples is 
more than five times higher than those treated with HNO3. 
 
The ratio between the intensities of the D- and G-mode is increasing with prolonged 
sonication, as demonstrated in Figure 4.21. The results indicate that (sp3-) defects are 
introduced upon HNO3 treatment to the SWNT material and the quantity of these 
defects can be controlled by sonication time. 
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Figure 4.21. Ratio of Raman intensities between D- and G-mode after 
US/HNO3 of 3-30 minutes (normalized to the D* Mode). 
 
 
The increasing D-mode in the Raman spectra could also be explained by 
functionalization of carbonaceous impurities or by an accumulation of amorphous 
carbon upon sonication in HNO3 [135]. Both possibilities are reasonable considering 
the harsh treatment. The oxygen defect concentration for SWNTs introduced by 
sonication in HNO3 was monitored by the shift of the D* line, displayed in Figure 
4.22. The line shifts to higher wavenumbers with increasing doping level [136]. The 
amount of defects increases exponentially after a defect concentration higher than 4%. 
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Figure 4.22. Dependence of Raman shift on the oxidation level for D* modes. 
 
Heating of the samples in argon atmosphere leads to a downshift of the G and D* 
peaks and an increase of the line width at half maximum.The effect can be explained 
by the removal of oxygen dopants and the subsequent lowering of the hole carrier 
concentration. 
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4.4.3 Infrared 
 
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy detects surface-bonded species. A typical infrared spectrum 
consists of bands, assignable to particular moieties (C=O, C=C, C-OH, etc.) [110]. 
Carbon monoxide (CO) is the most common adsorbate on the surface of electrodes 
and finely dispersed catalysts [137]. The band form gives hints on the carbonyl-
species, molecular cluster carbonyls have relative sharp bands. 
 
Since HNO3 is an oxidizing reagent, mainly oxygen containing functionalities are 
introduced, such as hydroxyl (C-OH), carbonyl (C=O), and carboxyl (COOH) groups 
(Figure 4.23). 
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Figure 4.23. IR spectra of SWNT networks US treated in SDS and HNO3 (3 min). 
 
 
The upper curve shows the IR spectra of SWNTs sonicated in HNO3, the lower curve 
SWNTs sonicated in 1% SDS solution. The SWNT/SDS network already has some 
functional groups due to the use of ultrasound when preparing the suspension [138]. 
However, when the SWNTs were sonicated in concentrated HNO3 the ratio between 
the intensities of the νC=O and νC=C oscillations (at 1653 and 1736 cm-1, respectively) is 
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clearly increasing, which indicates the breaking of C=C bonds and the formation of 
C=O bonds. Also, a marked increase for the absorption at certain frequencies between 
1049 cm-1 and 1277 cm-1 can be observed, due to the formation of various C-OH 
functionalities. This leads to the conclusion that mainly hydroxyl, carbonyl, and 
carboxyl groups are created upon sonication in HNO3. Spectral features according to 
NO3- ions [272] have not been observed, which suggests that intercalation of HNO3 is 
not important. The types of functional groups are in good agreement with previous 
experiments using a similar sonochemical approach [139],140]. 
 
In general, the increasing intensity of the IR absorption at certain frequencies indicates 
that more functional groups have been created. This can be attributed to an increasing 
intensity of the Raman D-mode due the creation of oxygen containing functional 
groups upon US/HNO3 treatment. 
 
4.4.4 UV/Vis/NIR 
 
It is reasonable to assume that US/HNO3 treatment introduces p-type doping of 
SWNTs. Oxygen is known to be an electron acceptor due to its higher 
electronegativity compared to carbon. Even oxygen physisorbed on the surface of 
CNTs has been reported to be a p-dopant [141,142]. Since the addition of oxygen 
containing groups increased the conductivity, it is possible that covalently bound 
functional groups containing oxygen also act as p-dopants. This assumption has been 
confirmed by UV/Vis/NIR spectra (Figure 4.24) for energies from 0.5 to 2.5 eV. 
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Figure 4.24. UV/Vis/NIR spectra of SWCNT networks before and after sonication in 
concentrated HNO3 for 3 min. 
 
 
The dominating features in the spectrum of the reference sample (sonicated in SDS 
instead of HNO3) are three peaks between 0.7 eV and 2.1 eV. They can be attributed 
to electronic transitions between the van Hove singularities of semiconducting (S11 
and S22) and metallic (M11) CNTs [120]. After US/HNO3 treatment for 3 minutes, a 
clear decrease can be observed indicating a loss of electrons [72,120]. 
 
4.5 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller method 
 
The total surface area of SWNT networks can be determined using the Brunauer-
Emmett-Teller (BET) method based on nitrogen adsorption isotherms. Luo et al. [49] 
report a BET surface of 180 m2/g for SWNTs prepared by CO disproportionation 
followed by HNO3 treatment and air oxidation. Measurements by Du et al. [52] on 
purified HiPco samples exhibit surface areas of 861 m2/g. Specific surface values for 
HiPco and other SWNTs of 1600 m2/g are reported after complete purification [129]. 
In this work the specific surface areas did not exceed 800 m2/g with a maximum value 
for the HNO3-treated samples. The nitrogen BET surface area of a BP was measured 
between ~700 to 800 m2/g, depending on treatment. Oxidizing purification procedures 
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are reported to increase the total surface area and micropore volume of the HiPco 
material possibly due to tube opening [143]. 
 
Table 4.5. BET area values of various SWNTs [144]. 
 
Treatment A (m2/g) 
Powder (raw) 738 
Powder (oxidized, air) 696 
Bucky paper (oxidized, HNO3) 797 
 
 
Monte Carlo molecular simulations predict BET values as high as 3000 m2/g for open 
SWNTs of 3 nm diameter with a 0.4 nm spacing between adjacent tubes (compared to 
commercially available activated carbons ~1000 m2/g [145]). 
 
 
4.6 Scanning electron microscopy 
 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is useful for high-resolution recording of 
electrode surfaces. The top view of the SWNT electrode indicates the rough surface of 
the gas diffusion layer (Figure 4.25a) and the even catalyst layer (Figure 4.25b). The 
related cross sectional SEM image in Figure 4.25b clearly shows the double-layered 
structure with the hydrophobic (A) and hydrophilic (B) part of the electrode. 
 
The cross-sectional view of Figure 4.26 shows the porous structure of the GDL (A) 
with the attached homogeneous CL (B). It is a proof of the compact SWNT electrode 
architecture and with a very low thickness of ~10 µm. In analogy to commercial gas 
diffusion electrodes the hydrophobic property of the SWNT electrode is realized by 
admixing PTFE to the SWNT network. Figure 4.25.a. shows the network structure of 
the GDL with PTFE in high concentration. It shows an enlarged part of the 
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hydrophobic PTFE functionalized side after annealing. The PTFE appear as individual 
particles distributed along the SWNTs rather than a separate layer. 
 
 
   
 
 
 
Figure 4.25. (a), Top view of SWNT electrode; and (b), cross section with GDL (A) 
and CL (B). 
 
 
  
 
Figure 4.26. (a), GDL structure; and (b), magnification. 
A B 
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The catalyst layer (Figure 4.27.a) also shows clear porosity. Partially, the SWNTs are 
organized in form of bundles of several hundred nanometers (Figure 4.27.b). 
 
 
  
 
Figure 4.27.  (a), CL structure; and (b), magnification. 
 
 
4.7 Transmission electron microscopy 
 
The size of catalyst particles is typically recorded by transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) images [11]. For comparison with commercial E-TEK electrodes (Figure 
4.28.a) the platinization procedure described in [81] was also applied to catalyst-free 
Vulcan XC-72, so called 'backings' (Figure 4.28.b) and for SWNTs (Figure 4.28.c). 
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Figure 4.28. (a), Commercial catalyst layer (E-TEK); (b), platinized Vulcan XC-72; 
and (c), platinized SWNT bundles. 
 
As shown in Figure 4.29 the catalyst (dark spots) is distributed homogeneously in the 
SWNT network. For statistical evaluation different sample regions (red circles Figure 
4.29.a) were chosen to determine catalyst size and distribution (Figure 4.29.b). Figure 
4.29.c displays the structure of the catalyst layer comprising open tube ends (x), 
aligned tubes (y) and Pt particles (z). 
 
   
 
Figure 4.29. TEM images of catalyst layer: (a), statistical evaluation; (b), size/distance 
identification; and (c), enlarged structure details. 
 
The Pt particles with an average size of 1.4 nm (Figure 4.30) are appropriate for the 
catalytic reactions at anode and cathode although their size is smaller than the 
optimum size of 3 to 4 nm [91]. The observed increase of the Pt amount with spherical 
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extension indicates homogeneous catalyst distribution (Figure 4.30.b). The quadratic 
growth fit in Figure 4.30.a is drawn as a guideline for the eye. 
 
The density of the catalyst particles and their homogeneous distribution is analysed by 
the interparticle distance distribution. Since the number of particles scale with the 
sphere around a chosen center point, the occurrence (frequency) of catalyst particles 
will be ∼ x2 (with x the distance from center to neighbouring particle). The solid line 
in Figure 4.30.b indicates that such a behaviour is followed, i.e. the catalyst particles 
are distributed homogeneously in the investigated electrode part. 
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Figure 4.30. (a), Catalyst size distribution with log normal fit (solid line); and (b), 
catalyst density/ homogeneity. 
 
 
The layered structure of the GDE in Figure 4.31.a was originally disrupted (large 
white areas) causing a distortion of the GDL thickness. The dense hydrophilic catalyst 
layer ('SWNT', dark grey) adjoins the hydrophobic GDL ('Teflon layer'). Figure 4.31.b 
shows the interpenetrating network of nanosized SWNT bundles ('SWNT') and micro-
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sized PTFE ('Teflon'). The white arrows indicate the interfaces between the 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic components. 
 
 
  
 
Figure 4.31. (a), Cross section of GDE; and (b), magnification. 
 
 
4.8 Fuel cell testing 
 
4.8.1 Membrane electrode assembly 
 
For fuel cell testing, the SWNT electrodes (Figure 4.32.a) were placed in a home-built 
fuel cell array (Figure 4.32.b) consisting of endplates with meander, gas in- and outlet 
and flow fields for gas distribution. The SWNT gas diffusion electrodes were placed 
with the hydrophobic side facing the flow fields. The hydrophilic side is attached to a 
filter membrane (Figure 4.32.c) acting as a gas separator/electrolyte. The filter 
membranes were thoroughly wetted with conc. H3PO4 to achieve high proton 
conductivity before the fuel cell was sandwiched together. 
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Figure 4.32. (a), Sketch of the SWNT GDE; (b), fuel cell setup; and (c), SEM image 
of PC membrane. 
 
 
PC/H3PO4 membranes are a flexible separator providing a simple and anhydrous 
electrolyte without the need for humidification. The used ion-track membranes [18] 
are 6 µm thick with pore diameters of 10 nm and densities of 6 x108 pores/cm2 [107]. 
Practical considerations of membrane strength require a minimum membrane 
thickness of 5 µm thick [146]. The chemical stability of PC membranes with 
concentrated H3PO4, is limited to temperatures <140°C [147]. 
 
The pores of the filter membrane are sufficiently small to retain the electrolyte at 
pressure differences of > 6 x103 Pa. For comparison, membranes like Nafion® N-117 
[148] have a thickness of 175 to µm requiring complex humidification. A comparison 
of the relevant membrane/electrolyte properties of PC/H3PO4, PC as filter membrane 
and Nafion are given in Table 4.6. PC/H3PO4 proved to be simple, thin, light weight 
and inexpensive alternatives to the stiff and much thicker PAFC matrices made usually 
of SiC. 
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Table 4.6. Electrolyte/membrane properties [103,107,148]. 
 
 PC/H3PO4 PCb N-117 
Pore size (nm) 10 100  
Nominal thickness (µm) 6 6 175 
Pore density (pores/cm2) 6 x 108 4 x 108  
Weight caliper (mg/cm2) 0.7 0.7 36 
Max. operation temp. (C°) 150 150 100 
Water flow ratea (ml min-1 cm-2) < 0.1 2  
Water content (%) <1%  38c 
Protonic Conductivity κ300 K (S/cm) 0.05  0.06 
Activation energy Ea 300 K (eV) 0.3  0.22 
 a 25°C, 10 psi (0.7 kgcm-2)  b used for filtration 
 c soaked at 100°C for 1h (dry weight basis) 
 
 
Commercial electrodes (Vulcan XC-72) were used throughout as reference electrodes. 
The effective electrode surface was constantly 3 cm2 with 20% Pt/C Pt/SWNT 
electrodes with a Pt loading of 0.4 mg/cm2. Pure H2 and O2 gases (5.0, i.e. 99.999% 
purity) were used without any humidification with a-C electrode either on the cathode 
or the anode side. 
 
 
4.8.2 Current and power density curves 
 
With a power density of 425 mW/cm2 at 175°C the catalyst preparation and fuel cell 
setup proved to be compatible to conventional PAFC setups. I/V curves were taken at 
several temperatures ranging from room temperature to 125°C (Figure 4.33). The 
influence of the operation temperature is obvious, showing decreasing and ohmic 
losses with increasing temperatures. 
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Figure 4.33. Performance of platinized catalyst-free Vulcan XC-72. 
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Figure 4.34. Half cell measurements of SWNT and E-TEK electrodes: (a), anode; (b), 
cathode between 25 and 125 °C. 
 
At the same temperature, the performance of the anode (H2 side) is comparable to 
commercial a-C electrodes (for clarity, shown only for 125 °C). The performance of 
the cathode (O2 side), however, is appreciably lower and only 2/3 of the E-TEK 
performance is achieved. This can be attributed to non-optimized wetting 
characteristics of the cathode as emphasized by Bett et al. [149]. Furthermore, the 
catalyst size is not optimized (1.4 nm instead of 3 nm). 
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Figure 4.35. Performance curves E-TEK and SWNT electrodes. 
 
The performance curves strongly depend on the preparation parameters, especially 
sonication. Increasing sonication during sample preparation leads to higher power 
densities, illustrated in Figure 4.36. This can be attributed to the higher Pt load shown 
by EDX data (Table 4.3). 
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Figure 4.36. Sonication time and performance (SWNT anode). 
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SWNT electrodes were tested after SDS treatment showing peak power densities of up 
to ~200 mW/cm2 at 125 °C (Figure 4.37). The SDS treated samples show higher 
power densities than the samples sonicated in HNO3. 
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Figure 4.37. Performance of SDS vs. HNO3 treated samples (SWNT anode). 
 
4.9 Discussion 
 
It is shown that freestanding SWNT networks have the potential to fully replace a-C 
electrodes. The processing from liquid suspensions allows flexible electrode designs 
and open new ways for significantly mass-/volume-reduced H2/O2 fuel cell electrodes. 
The high conductivity of SWNT networks (up to ~2,400 S/cm) compared to a-C (~ 1 
S/cm) allows a strong reduction of the electrode thickness (typical 10 µm). 
Functionalization/doping by US/HNO3 treatment of SWNTs leads to both increased 
conductivity and destruction of the molecular structure. The trade-off for a maximum 
conductivity of SWNT networks (buckypapers) is reached when nearly 2% of all C-
atoms are oxidized. IR absorptions due to NO3¯-ions were not observed, so 
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intercalation of HNO3 is negligible. Thus the increased conductivity can be explained 
in terms of doping of the semiconducting SWNTs which are the majority in bulk 
SWNT samples. 
 
With reduced electrode thickness the catalyst is confined to a narrow zone adjacent to 
the membrane. The catalyst particles are distributed homogeneously within the SWNT 
networks. The Pt particles are appropriate for the catalytic anode and cathode 
reactions, their average diameter however, is clearly under the optimum catalyst size 
of ~3 nm. Further improvement is expected for: (a), electrode thickness reduction to 
the nm-scale; and (b), catalyst size adjustment. 
 
For isolated SWNTs and particular SWNT networks the thermal resistance is 
uncritical. In this context it was shown by Raman spectroscopy that gradual/stepwise 
heating is a means to expose SWNTs to higher temperatures. Furtheron, SNWTs made 
by precious catalyst like Rh/Pt/S are more resistant to thermal oxidation. The thermal 
stability is by far appropriate for fuel cell application, as demonstrated by the fuel cell 
tests at 100 < T < 150 °C (PAFC test). 
 
For the fuel cell electrolyte a simple arrangement has been chosen: a polycarbonate 
filter membrane (pore size 10nm) was soaked with conc. H3PO4 establishing the 
required proton conductivity between the SWNT anode and cathode (SWNT-PAFC). 
Since conc. H3PO4 has been used as electrolyte, I/V curves could have been taken at 
temperatures up to 150 °C where catalyst poisoning is less critical. The fuel gases did 
not require humidification. The performance results agree with those of recent HT-
PEFCs such as PBI/H3PO4 [150,151] and conventional PAFCs [152]. Evidently, the 
thin film SWNT-PAFC is competitive with the well-established PAFC and HT-
PEMFC.  
 
The power densities of the SWNT electrodes and of commercial a-C electrodes (E-
TEK) at 125 °C differ only slightly for the anodic half-cell reaction indicating that 
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none of the carbon materials has a distinct advantage. This suggests that the catalyst-
support interaction is quite similar for the different forms of carbon. An increase in 
temperature (>>125°C) will have a beneficial influence on performance by the 
reduction of the ohmic loss but was renounced to conserve the home built fuel cell 
array (sealing, gold plating). The appreciably lower performance of the SWNT 
cathode compared to the SWNT anode can be explained by the fact that the cathode 
involves a different activity of the catalyst and a complex 4e- chemical reduction 
process [74]. Having both a tuned wetting behaviour and highly distributed small 
diameter catalyst particles, all the requirements for a technically exploitable GDE are 
fulfilled. 
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5 The MWNT electrode 
 
Dense and vertical aligned MWNTs are considered as gas diffusion layers [37], 
catalyst support layers [153] and electrodes [154]. MWNTs are also promising materials 
for batteries, capacitors and chemical filters [155,146]. The concept of tailored MWNT 
gas diffusion electrode (GDE), in the following named 'electrode', under special 
consideration of the inner tube diameter is outlined in this chapter. 
 
5.1. Concept 
 
For such MWNT fuel cell electrodes, aligned tubes, often called 'MWNT forests', 
would comprise the gas diffusion and catalyst layer forming a concrete three-phase 
zone. Since these MWNT forests are mechanically unstable they have to be fixed, e.g. 
within a polymer matrix. The MWNT tube length and pore diameter (Figure 5.1) can 
be used to define the thickness of the GDE (δ) and channel size for direct gas supply. 
For such a device the catalyst layer would be at one of the tube ends (b) overlapping 
the stabilizing polymer (c) in contact with the electrolyte (d). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Aligned MWNT electrode (schematic) 
 
gas 
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b catalyst 
c polymer 
d electrolyte 
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Vertically oriented MWNTs can function as the gas distribution network supplying the 
catalyst layer [156] with the fuel gas. Furthermore, they can improve gas diffusivity and 
electronic conductivity [157]. To establish a three-phase contact between electrolyte and 
current collector the tube ends have to be opened.  
 
Elements and compounds that wet graphite (surface tensions of < 190 mN/m) 
potentially can fill nanotubes [158]. Water with a surface tension of ~73 mN/m [159] 
can fill nanotubes [160]. The size constraint on capillary filling of nanotubes can be 
exploited to avoid flooding of the tubes with the electrolyte. For MWNTs with 
diameters of 1 to 2 nm filling with liquids is not possible [158]. Fast flow velocities 
are reported from the frictionless nature of the CNT walls [161,162], especially when 
using gases (e.g. oxygen ~13 mN/m [163]) instead of liquids. 
 
The type of growth catalyst material, thickness and growth conditions (temperature, 
gas pressure) have an influence on purity, diameter, alignment and quality of the 
CNTs [164]. The nanotube size is set by the diameter of the catalyst particle used for its 
growth [165,166]. The inner diameter distribution of MWNTs (1.5 to 2 nm) is close to 
those of SWNTs (1 to 2 nm) [22,23]. Innermost tube diameters of less than 1 nm are 
reported for the arc discharge method using hydrogen gas [167]. For comparison, 
nanotube outer diameters range between 30 nm [168] and 100 nm with a larger variation 
in height (length) of taller nanotubes (10-15 µm) [169]. 
 
The nanotube length depends on the deposition time. Corresponding growth rates 
range from 20 µm/min (CVD) [170] to 330 nm/min (plasma enhanced chemical vapor 
deposition, PECVD) [169]. The density of MWNTs can be controlled by the thickness of 
the underlayer and growth catalyst layer [153]. The degree of alignment parallel to each 
other depends on the number of CNTs per unit area of the substrate [170]. Reducing 
the nanotube inter-distances (100–250 nm [171]) enhances parallel growth. The 
attachment of Pt particles, mainly located at the MWNT tips [172] require an oxidative 
opening of the tube ends on the catalyst side. The catalyst particles within the three-
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phase zone are located in a well-defined area at the MWNT ends. Tube diameter and 
the degree of functionlization determine the catalyst load. 
 
To summarize: the steps to form an aligned MWNT-electrode comprise the synthesis 
of vertically aligned MWNT forests, the fixation of the MWNT structure, opening of 
tubes and catalyst deposition. 
 
5.2. Sample preparation 
 
MWNTs were directly grown on silicon (Si) /silicon oxide (SiO2) substrates using the 
CVD technique. For MWNT growth the SiO2 substrates were coated with iron catalyst 
and exposed to acetylene and ammonia. Acetylene was used for the carbon source, 
ammonia for reduction of the metal catalyst. The aligned MWNT arrays were grown 
in the hot zone of the furnace between 700 to 800°C, in accordance with [42]. Carbon 
tubes can also be synthesized by CVD within the pores of commercially available alumina 
template membranes [155]. Those carbon nanotubes have the same outer diameter as 
that of the pores of the template membrane, they are uniform and hollow with open 
ends [173]. 
 
The fixation procedure is a necessary step to ensure that the aligned MWNTs remain 
mechanically stable. Besides coating the aligned MWNTs with polystyrene (PS) 
[146,174], parylene-N/MWNT films were prepared by vapor deposition of parylene-N. 
Parylene-N (poly(p-xylylene)), is a highly crystalline, polymer produced by vapor-
phase deposition and polymerization of para-xylylene [175] with a melting 
temperature of 410 °C [166]. 
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5.3. Results 
 
MWNTs grown on a silicon wafer form a well-aligned CNT forest seen in Figure 
5.2.a. The characteristic Raman peaks of the MWNT samples are shown in Figure 
5.2.b. As usual for MWNTs the RBM signal is not detectable. The values for the 
relevant D, G, D' modes can taken from Figure 5.2.b. 
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Figure 5.2. (a ), As-grown MWNTs on silicon wafer; and (b), normalized Raman 
modes of pristine MWNTs. 
 
 
Unlike dip or spray coating, parylene coating proved to be uniform and was thus 
applied. However, in the pristine and oxidized state the polymer does not wet the 
MWNT forest (Figure 5.3.a and Figure 5.3.b). 
 
The wetting properties of the MWNTs were adjusted. Therefore the aligned MWNT 
mats were oxidized at 600°C for 10 min and subsequently reduced with hydrogen at 
700°C for one hour. The surface groups like C=O and COOH, introduced during the 
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oxidation are most likely reduced C-H functionalities. The nonpolar C-H groups (sp3-
bonds) are necessary to impregnate the MWNT structure with parylene. The effect of  
  
 
Figure 5.3. Non wetted MWNT forests: (a), top; and (b). side view. 
 
surface modification based on oxidation and subsequent reduction is visualized in 
Figure 5.3. The D mode (Figure 5.4.a) increases with increasing oxidation time due to 
the higher oxygen defect density without a Raman shift. A weak Raman downshift 
(from 1330 to 1325 cm-1) of the D mode in Figure 5.4.b can be observed after reducing 
the MWNT samples in hydrogen. 
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Figure 5.4. Raman spectra of: (a), oxidized; and (b), reduced MWNTs grown by CVD. 
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Hydrogen treatment minimizes the charge density by the removal of p-dopants. The 
extent of a Raman up-/down shift can therefore be used as an indicator for the level of 
doping. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the D mode increases after heat 
treatment with hydrogen Similar results for the D* mode reported for samples heated 
in argon [136]. 
 
Complete coating was realized showing a well aligned and fixed MWNT structure 
after polymer imbedding in Fig. 5.5.a-d. The 'bubbly' composite surface (Figure 5.5.a) 
can be explained with length differences of the as grown MWNTs. Interestingly, the 
impregnation with parylene is stronger on the SiO2-faced side (Figure 5.5.b, bottom). 
The highly anisotropic character of the deposited parylene-N with layered chains can 
be seen in Figures 5.5.c and Figure 5.5.d confirmed in [175]. 
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Figure 5.5.a-d. MWNT/parylene composites of reduced MWNT (various 
magnifications). 
 
 
The MWNT/parylene film was removed from the silicon substrate by etching in a 
30wt% KOH solution at 80-100°C. Instead of HF solution as proposed by [146], KOH 
proved to be a convenient and less aggressive etchant. After a few minutes the 
composite film separated from the substrate through dissolution of Si and SiO2 layer 
leaving a flexible and stable film. The films are highly electric insulating due to the 
coating with parylene. Plasma oxidation was then performed to remove the excess of 
polymer. Reactive ion etching of parylene-N in oxygen plasma has been demonstrated 
by Tactito et al. [176] initiated by oxygen atom-induced or hydroxyl radical-induced 
hydrogen abstraction reactions [246]. 
 
5.4.Discussion 
 
Alternatively, the electrode structure using fully aligned MWNTs presents a kind of 
model system. Notably the dimensions (thickness and lateral extension) can be 
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controlled by the deposition process of the growth catalyst (structure) and the growth 
parameters (CNT length or electrode thickness, respectively). The rather fragile 
aligned MWNT structure can be stabilized by imbedding it in a polymer matrix. 
(vapour deposition of Parylene N). Subsequent plasma etching of excess polymer 
material can be used to uncover the tips of the MWNTs. 
 
The described approach allows tailor electrodes with respect to thickness and pore 
size. Downsizing the electrode thickness towards the nm-scale increases the demand 
for defect-free GDEs. This requires an accurate control of homogeneous tube size, 
homogeneous coating and etching to assure mechanical integrity and reproducibility. 
CVD of nanocarbon materials still requires relatively high deposition temperatures. 
Plasma enhanced vapor deposition (PECVD) [41,169] can offer lowered deposition 
temperatures, however with shortcomings like reduced growth rate and length [177]. 
For comparison: at ~700 °C well-aligned tubes form, uniform in size, whereas at 
higher temperatures (~900 °C) nanotubes become disordered and less aligned [41]. 
 
Catalyst deposition on MWNT tips has already been demonstrated in [153] and should 
not be the crucial part. A lack of transversal current because of dielectric fillers is of 
minor importance since the chosen design electron flow along the tubes fulfils this 
function. Future work would require the optimization of the growth/etch parameters, 
as for example shown in [178]. 
 
Filling of nanotubes (at moderate temperature and pressure) is a relative new field of 
investigation requiring further insights for reliable size exclusions. Especially at 
elevated temperatures this aspect becomes more crucial. Specific functionalizations 
like fluorination of the MWNT tips could improve the wetting behaviour. Gas 
permeability/diffusion test should be carried out in parallel to monitor possible mass 
transport limitations. 
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6 Conclusions and Outlook 
 
The work presents the characterization of novel fuel cell electrodes based on SWNTs 
and platinum as the main constituents. The suitability of such SWNT electrodes as an 
alternative for conventional fuel cell electrodes based on a-C has been confirmed by 
different spectroscopic and electrical measurements. Additionally, a new approach by 
aligned MWNTs has been demonstrated which allows topologically more 
ordered/defined arrangements of catalyst layer and gas diffusion layer. The more 
ordered electrodes based on vertically aligned MWNTs are expected to further 
improve fuel cell performance which has to be verified by forthcoming experiments, 
however. 
 
In comparison to conventional electrodes, the new SWNT electrodes make use of only 
one carbon material and liquid state processing, thereby simplifying preparation. The 
advantages of PEFCs with thin flexible electrodes, high current density and low 
weight, were combined with the enhanced operating temperatures of PAFCs. Together 
with an unconventional electrolyte solution this enables a significantly mass- and 
volume-reduced fuel cell. The SWNT-PAFC fuel cell shows performance levels 
comparable to cells with long-term optimized commercial electrodes. The SWNT 
electrodes are in the proof-of-concept status and further improvements should focus on 
the partial hydrophobization of the catalyst layer to reduce mass transport limitation by 
electrode flooding as well as on optimum size catalyst particle preparation. 
 
Further progress will require the elimination of defects and other reaction 
products/impurities in CNTs , production in high yield (to lower the actual high price 
of CNTs with 500$/g 179 to decrease costs), and synthetic control of tube properties 
(diameter, length, chirality, number of concentric layers). Using a mass-oriented 
performance definition of fuel cells, e.g. W/g as proposed by Gottesfeld and 
Zawodzinski [77] would underline the advantages of SWNT as electrode material. 
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Increased de-bundling of the SWNTs will help to enlarge the specific surface area, 
further reduce the electrode thickness and increase porosity. The high achieved 
conductivity values are not mandatory and may be sacrificed to longer tube length by 
using e.g. moderate sonication (e.g. US/SDS). Future work should emphasize on long-
term stability and optimization of the cathode. 
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